
INTERACTION LAB
CLASS 17: SOUND



AUDIO FILES
PLAYBACK, MANIPULATION AND ANALYSIS



SOUND IN PROCESSING
In Processing, there is a Sound library 
that allows us to load and play back sounds.

Sound file should be in the processing 
sketch folder so Processing can find it.



SOUND FILE: MORE FUNCTIONS
play() Play the sound file

loop() Loop the soundfile

cue() Set the starting position of the 
soundfile

jump() Jump to a specific position in the 
file while continuing to play

stop() Stop the sound file

rate() Change the playback rate of the 
soundfile

amp() Change the amplitude/
volume of the player

duration() Returns the 
duration of the sound file

freq() change the frequency of 
a sound wave



PLAY A SOUND FILE  
import processing.sound.*;
SoundFile file;

void setup() {
  size(640, 360);
  background(255);
    
  // Load a soundfile from the /data folder of the sketch and play it back
  file = new SoundFile(this, “congas.wav");
  file.play();
  //file.rate(.5);
//file.loop();
}      

void draw() {
} 



SAMPLING: PLAY (WITH) A SOUND FILE

Manipulate: 
- playback rate
- amplitude
- panning

Example: sound/Soundfile/
Sampler

Create a keyboard: 

Example: sound/Demos/
Keyboard

SOURCE: WIKIPEDIA



ADDING EFFECTS

- Reverb
- sound/Effects/FreeVerb

- Delay
- sound/Effects/Variable_Delay

- Filter
- sound/Effects/Filter

PHOTO CAPTION



AUDIO INPUT
Capture microphone input: 

sound/IO/AudioInput

also audio_delay

PHOTO CAPTION



AMPLITUDE RMS
The sketch in the previous slide tracks the 
RMS (Root Mean Square) amplitude tracker, 
which you can also apply to audio files, 
creating a (crude) beat tracker: 

sound/Analysis/AmplitudeRMS text

PHOTO CAPTION



FFT

You can see the frequency 
spectrum of a sound by using 
the Fast Fourier Transform 
function:

sound/Analysis/FFTSpectrum

The Fourier transform 
decomposes a function of time 
(a signal) into the frequencies 
that make it up



FFT
What does the Fourier Transform do? Given a 
juice smoothie, it finds the recipe.

How? Run the smoothie through filters to extract 
each ingredient.

Why? Recipes are easier to analyze, compare, 
and modify than the smoothie itself.

How do we get the smoothie back? Blend the 
ingredients.



SOUND SYNTHESIS



SOUND WAVES
Molecules vibrating > sound waves.



SOUND WAVES

Column 2Oscillograph > waveform

Auditory effects of musical sounds:  
- loudness: determined by amplitude
- pitch: determined by frequency



SOUND WAVES
higher frequency > higher pitch



SOUND WAVES

Column 2The tuning forks generate a pure sine 
wave.

We can generate sine waves electronically, 
with circuits called oscillators. 

The simplest is setting a signal to high and 
low: a square wave.

There are also triangle and sawtooth 
waves.



SOUND ENVELOPE

The Envelope of a sound is how it gets louder or softer over time

A- Attack is the time it takes for the sound to reach its full 
amplitude.

D- Decay is the time it takes for the level  to drop to the 
sustained level after the attack has passed.

S- Sustain is the love at which sound stabilizes

R- Release is the time it takes to go from sustain to silence



AMPLITUDE ENVELOPE
This can be modeled in electronics and 
software by varying the amplitude of our 
oscillator signals over time, using an 
Amplitude Envelope. 

This example uses an ASR 
envelope: Attack, Sustain, and 
Release envelope: 

sound/Demos/Envelope

Column 2



AMPLITUDE ENVELOPE

Sounds we are used to hearing 
are much more complex than 
this.

Listen to these different 
instruments. 
First, pay attention to the sound 
wave graphs at the bottom of 
this video.
 
Their amplitude varies in time 
with a shape that is 
characteristic of the instrument.



MIDI

Musical Instrument Digital Interface-

Protocol which allows computers, and digital 
instruments to communicate with each other. Sounds 
are encoded similarly to ASCII text.



TIMBRE

Now let’s look at the main part 
of the graph. 

Each sound is composed of 
many sine waves with different 
frequencies (you can see which 
in the Y axis)

The amount of energy in each 
of them determines the quality, 
or color, of an instrument.

Column 2



ADDITIVE SYNTHESIS

This means different sound 
timbres can be achieved by 
adding sine waves together. 

This is called Additive 
Synthesis.

Column 2



SQUARE WAVE

Even the square wave is 
composed by a sum of sine 
waves. These are called its 
harmonics, overtones, or 
partials.

Column 2



SUBTRACTIVE SYNTHESIS

In subtractive synthesis, a 
signal that is already rich in 
harmonics is filtered to 
attenuate some of them and 
alter its timbre.

Column 2



FILTERS

A low-pass filter is a filter that 
passes signals with a frequency 
lower than a certain cutoff 
frequency and attenuates 
signals with frequencies higher 
than the cutoff frequency.

https://processing.org/
reference/libraries/sound/
LowPass.html

https://processing.org/reference/libraries/sound/LowPass.html


FM SYNTHESIS

 In Frequency modulation 
synthesis a simple waveform 
(such as a square, triangle, or 
sawtooth) is changed by 
modulating its frequency with a 
modulator frequency that is also 
in the audio range, 

(Source: Wikipedia)

Column 2



MINIM LIBRARY

Minim Library allows much more control in sound generation. Also 
more complicated to use.

http://code.compartmental.net/tools/minim/

vocoder example

http://code.compartmental.net/tools/minim/


EXERCISE

Download and play a sound file.  Use your mouse to change the rate 
of playback.

Also try to make it loop or add a filter


